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ABSTRACT 

Elastic and inelastic scattering of nuclear particles 

are treated in a partial wave formalisma It is assumed that 

only a few partial waves having large angular momenta 

contribute significantly to the scattering amplitudea 

Parameterised elastic S=matrix elements are used in.the 

Austern-Blair theory to obtain the inelastic S=matrix.elementso 

Relations between.elastic and inelastic cross sections and 

polarisations are derivedo The resulting phase rules are 

discussedo A modification of the Austern-Blair theory makes 

it possible to de.scribe angular correlation measurementsa 

The theory is compared with optical model and distorted. ·wave 

Born approximation calculationso 
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lo INTRODUCTION 

The method most widely used for the description of 

elastic and inelastic scattering is the extended optical modelo 

The inelastic cross sections are either calculated by coupled 

channel methods (Buc 61) or in distorted wave Born approxima= 

t:i..on ( DWBA L The interact ions are de scribed by potentials ll 

and wave functions. are calculated in coordinate spaceo. : These 

are subsequently used in the calculation of other direct 

reactions. 

It has been pointed out (Igo 59, Dri 63) that, f~r:elastic 

scattering of strongly absorbed particles (eogo a-particles), 

only the surface properties of the potentials are of.importanceo 

The potential in the nuclear interior is not unique 9 which 

implies that the interior parts of the wave functiqn ;-.are 

ambiguouso 

Scattering cross sections and polarisations are determined 

only by the asymptotic properties of the wave functionso These 

are fully descr-ibed by the S-matrixo Instead of describing 

the interactions by means of potentials one can try to determine 

directly the S-matrix elementso At low energies this is done 

by direct phase shift analyseso However, with increasing 

energy the number of partial waves increases and this method 

becomes impracticableo For composite particles the absorption 

is strong enough to ensure that the low angular momentum 

partial waves are purely ingoingo This is borne out by 

optical model (OM) calculationso On the other hand, the 

high angular mo~entum partial waves are excluded from the 

interaction by the centrifugal barrier and become standing 

wave so In an intermediate region in t-space, called the 

surface region, we have a gradual transition from ingoing to 

standing waveso 

The simplest description of this situation is the Blair 
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model (Bla 54) which assumes that the elastic S-matrix 

elements n1 change discontinuously from zero to unityo 

This model was generalised by Frahn and Venter (Fra 63, 

Ven 63, Fra 64a) whose strong absorption model (SAM) describes 

n1 as a smooth function of ! and contains earlier formulations 

of a similar nature as special caseso 

Austern and Blair have derived, in,the adiabatic approx

imation, simple relations between elastic and inelastic S

matrix elements in !-spaceo 

The present work is based on these.two theorieso 

Po.larisation effects in elastic and inelastic scattering are 

particularly emphasisedo Like Austern and Blair we approach 

the problem of finding an S=matrix description by using 

potential model argumentso For inelastic scattering we use 

the DWBA formalism and study radial integrals, which are 

actually inelastic S-matrix elementso Furthermore, we 

assume certain properties of potentials',and deriyt!f',_'f"elat'ions 

for the S-matrix elementso Alternatively, we could have 

postulated these S-matrix prope~rties without -the recourse to a 

potential modelo At the moment our present. approach appears 

to be the safer oneo Easy comparison with OM and DWBA calcula~ 

ti6ns is also facilitatedo 

In section 2 the formalism for elastic and.inelastic 

scattering is briefly summarisedo For inelastic scattering 

we confine ourselves to' one-phonon excitations in the macro-

scopic collective modelo Both the complex and.the spin-

orbit potentials are deformedo 

The structure of the s .... matrix elements-calculated from 

the OM and DWBA is considered in section .. 3o · · 

In section 4, fairly general analytic fo~s are assumed 

for ~! as a function of !o From these, cross sections and 

polarisations of elastically scattered spin-o, l and 1 

particles are calculatedo 
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In section 5 • the Au stern-Blair theory is 'usetf to 

calculate inelastic cr~ss sections and polarisations of spin-

o and spin-~ particleso The relations.betwe~n the elastic 

and inelastic expressions are discussedo 

The Austern-Blair theory is slightly modified in section 

Go This makes it possible to give an improved description 

of angular correlation measurementso The modified theory is 

also compared with DWBA calculations 9 particularly with regard 

to the deformation distanceso 
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2 o FORMALISM FOR ELASTIC AND INELASTIC SCATTERING 

In this section we summarise partial wave expressions 

for elastic and inelastic scatteringo The results are 

presented in a convenient form for the use in- subsequent· 

sections a 

We consider the scattering of a light projectile of 

arbitrary spin from a heavy target nucleus, assuming either 

target spin to be zero or interactions which are independent 

of the target spino . 

2ol Density matrix 

For the description of polarisation phenomena it is 

convenient to introduce the density matrix p in spin spaceo 
Ml 

If the density matrix of the incident beam and the scattering 

matrix are known the cross section and tpe polarisation in 

the final state are obtained by a straight-forward calcula"" -· 

ti.ono The results for multiple scattering .a~~ also easily 

obtainedo 

The wave function- I•> of an asse111bly-- i-s given by 

l't') =La.., ln.) 
2 

2. la.""l = I , 
' (2ol) 

wh~e In> are a given s~t of basis vectorso. The density matrix 

is then defined by 

* : Cl ""'" a... "', ' (2o2) 

Normally, however, we are only interested in the density 

matrix defined in a certain subspaceo In our case this is 

defined by the spin projection eigenvalues mo We denote the 

other quantum numbers by v and define the density matrix by 
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• 

The expectatioh value of an operator o is given by 
/liN 

• 
The density matrix can be expanded in terms of statistical 

tensors tkq by 

{2.,5) 

and by inversion, we obtain 

( s ~ m 'V I s rn' ) j 

where ~ ~ (2x+l)i and s is the spin of the particles., 

The triangular condition limits the range of k to 

0 ~ k ~ 2So For spin-i particles we have only the scalar 

component t 00 · and the vector component'S t i q o For spin-1 

partilces we have, in addition, the tensor (or alignment) 

components t 2 qo 

An unpolarised beam is defined tiy 

t~q, ::. 0 v k ~ 0 
' 

and this implies (eqo (2o5)) that 

fm m 1 
-= (:l.s+l)- 1 ·~ 

I 
h'\ W\ 

.. 

Fromthe definition (2o2} or (2.,3) it is seen that pis -
Hermitian., It thus follows that. 
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From eqo (2o5) we have 

(2ol0) 
• 

The components tkq can be interpreted in terms of spin 

expectation valueso 

applying the Wigner-E;ckart theorem to < sm I Sql ~m.~ > we obtain 

' 
, , A. , 

·< ·s r )·· - S (.S-tl). ~· \. \( .I.~ "· '.-- \\ Q ( ·~ -'o. -'·fl.') • <V ~q; L 1:. t\. Ul. ' ) \J( v v 
KQ 

·W(SIIS)sk}' 

where 

In eq., (2ol2) the round brackets represent a Wigner 

3j-symbol and W denotes a Racah coefficient (Bri 62)., 

From eqso (2o9), {2oll) and (2ol3) it follows that 

<sy) = 
( Sx) ~ 

< s~) 

- [~scs~J)J1 Imt,, ) 

[~ sCS+I~ i Ret \I ) 

- ( So) = [i. S(S+lj~-f,:o · • 

For ~pin-1 particles we can easily identify 

(2.,11), 

(2ol2) 

(2ol3) 

(2.,l4) 
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t 2. 
0 
~ Jf [ 3 ( S 0 So) - 1 ] 

t~tl= JI [<So S ±I) +<S ±I So)] (2ol5) 

" 

In a scattering process, _an amplitude fmm ~ ~ e If>) is defined o 

Its properties for elastic and direct inelastic scattering are 

discussed in sections 2o2 and 2o3o If the incomi~g beam is 

described by the density matrix ·p( 1 ), the angui'ar distribution 
'VV 

of the outgoing particles is given by (Gol 64) 

+ 
(J"' (9) "= t,.. ( f (.6) jl•) f (9)) 

""'"" :;;.N 'IIV ' (2ol6) 

and the density matrix for the scattered beam .. becomes (Gol 64) 

J ( J;) = 
Nil 

+ f ( 9) £U) f ( 9) 
:vv ·""" 1"\N' (2ol7) 

(J (9) 

where p(l) and ,p( 2 ) are described in the same system of axeso 
""' fiN 

Eqo (2ol7) can be used for multiple scattering by repetition, 

but one must always transform to the _relevant system of axes o 

When the axes are turned through the Euler angles (a,a~y), the 

density matrix in the new system is given by (Bri 62) 

• (2ol8) 
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2o2 Elastic scattering 

· In a time-independent description, the total wave function 

in th~ asymptotic region is given by 

The first term represents the incident plane wave, while the 

second term represents the scatt·ered waveo ·If the quantisa·= 

ti.on axis is chosen along the incident beam direction (k), and 
""" 

the y-axis perpendicular to the scattering· plane, the -scattering 

amplitude fmv <e,o) takes the form (Bla 52) 
s ms 

(2ol9) 

where sj, 
R, R, 

Here ag, are the point-charge Coulomb phase shifts and 

j 
Tlg,»g, are the "nuclear" reflection coefficientso Parity 

conservation requires that R- 8 -t = even, while time reversal 

requires that s~,t = s1tv 0 

For s = o, we have 

' 

Here, f (e) is the Coulomb scattering amplitude. 
c 

For s = ~' we have 

(2o20) 
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(_~ l) 
(2o21) 

' 

:t: ttl 
with a 1 = 1-~R. o In the case of an unpolarised incident 

beam, 

<r (e) = I A I J. + I B I l. , 

(2o22) 

Here, py{e) represents the polarisation of the scattered beam 

along the direction .!J. X kfo -
For s = 1, f is a 3 X 3 matrix and we have -

B c E 
fmim = 

A D 

E -C B 
' 

1 A -1 y 0 ~-1 0 J 
- ~t \.t(ttl)l;t. f t-rl tt• + t-1 Y.t-l I . 

B == ( + i.~ L [± f U-l)oe; + (l{-tl)oC: + (hl) oet} e~~~t ;_-o Y~o 
1 

' 
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(2o23) 

1 A -1 I {_ 1\-1 y I J 
+ RL ~ [ ~l.ftl)] ,_ 1+1 Y - [ (.f.-tl)(~-1)] i-1 J r l+l t.-1 ' 

where 

The five amplitudes of eqo (2o23) are not independent, they 

are connected by 

E + A - 'B =- Ii ( C -])) c.ot~ (e) .. 
. For an unpolarised incident beam, we have 

' 

<r (e) 'Py (9) == ~ I m ( A c ~ + B 1.)* + ·n E~ ) ~ p )(. ~ 1\ -::: 0 ' 
(2o25) 

t ( 9) : i [ I -:- \A,,_ + ~ I b 11. ] 
)..0 {i. a-C.9) ~ 

j 

• 
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For s = o, the n1-coefficients can be obtained in a 

local potential model by solving the radial Schrodinger 

equation, 

' 
(2o26) 

for all Significant !-values, with the boundary conditions 

(2o27) 

Here, F1 and G1 are the regular and irregular Coulomb functions 

(Fro 55, Hod 63) , n1 = e2iot ,~ is the reduced mass~ E is the 

energy, Vc(r) is the Coulomb potential and U(r) the nuclear 

potentiaL The matching radius rM is chosen well outside 

the int~raction region so that U(rM) ~Oo 

For spin-i particles, the potential is in general not 

centralo Its radial form depends on t and j, and the 

Schrodinger equation becomes 

[ 
d~ 

- + d. "\"" 'l. 

For each t-value, two differential equations have to be 

solved a 

(2o28) 

For spin-1 particles the situation is more complicatedo 
• 

Potentials which are not diagonal in t-space (see eqso.C4o34)) 

have to be includedo They determine a
1 

o If non-diagonal 

interactions are neglected, we have three uncoupled differential 
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equations for each t-valueo In this case, we have et = Oo 

Small non-diagonal interactions can for instance be treated 

in DWBAo 

2.3 Inelastic scattering 

In the mi!BA the transition amplitude for inelastic 

scattering by spin-o targets is given by (Mes 62, Sat 64) 

where V(~, ~tJ~p) is the inelastic scattering potential 

(assumed local), ~t and ~p are the internal coordinates of 

the target and projectile, i and f denote initial and final 

channels, and m and M are spin projection quantum numbers 

for projectile and target, respectivelyo The matrix 

X(~) (k,r) acts as wave function for the relative motiono It 
m m -""" 

carries two indices, because the spin projection is not_ 

conserved in the elastic channelso The superscripts (+),(-) 

denote ingoing- and outgoing- wave boundary conditionso 

The matrix x<+) (k r) can be written as 
m9m ""''""' 

(2o30) 

where w(+) is the wave function for relative motiono It is 

spin-dependent and can be expanded in terms of 

(2o31) 
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where ~jtn is the generalisation, in the s~o case, of Y~ o 

This yields 

t~ \ ({sm Mslf MtWI~(.~s W\-tWb!>-WI~ M~ ~ i 'WI-tMs) . trW\ Q 

VVI * Wl -t 1/lf\s -lfVI~ • · 

· Yt CJt~) Y t cn.T) t 1 u1 (~:r) ea. crL 

' 
• 

where ui is given by eqo (2o28)o In deriving eqo (2o32) 

it is assumed that the elastic interaction is diagonal in 

R.-spaceo 

Time reversal relates x<-)* and x<+) by 

(2o33) 

We now consider the interaction potential V(~,~t'~P)o 

We list four possible situationso 

(i) In its simplest form, V is spin-independento The 

polarisation of the projectile is then only due to the spin-

dependent distortionso 

(ii) The interaction can depend on the coupling of ~t and 

~Po This case is normally considered in impulse approxima= 

tiono The relevant formalism was given by Satchler (Sat 64a)o 

In the absence of spin-dependent distortions, this contribu·= 

tion to the vector polarisatfon vanishes for ki = kf (Sat 60)o 

(iii) The interaction depends on the coupling of the spin of 

the target nucleus and the relative motiono Th~se effects 

are normally neglectedo 

(iv) The projectile spin can couple with the relative motiono 

We shall only consider this type of interactiono It is the 

logical extension of the extended OM where spin-or''bit effects 

are includedo The interaction is written in the form 
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• 

Here, U(r,R) is the complex OM potential for elastic scatter

ingo The form (2o3~) was chosen in order to preserve 

Hermiticity in angular and spin spaceo This type of inter-

action was also recently considered by Fricke et alo (Fri 66) 

for the inelastic scattering of ~0 MeV protonso 

From eqso (2o29), (2o32)-(2o3~) the transition matrix 

can be calculated in a partial-wave formo We obtain 

(2o35) 

0 < 1 s 0 WI~ I i Wll_ > < t' L 0 0 It 0 > ' 
We have again chosen the z-axis along 

~ and the y-axis along ~ x ~fo The radial integrals 

.. ' all' are defined by 

(2o36) 

The interaction form factor depends on the quantum numbers of 

the partial w~ves in the entrance and exit channelso This 

is, of course, due to the fact that our inelastic interaction 

contains an tos termo 
Nl. MJ 

The form factor can be calculated from 

'oj 

~!~(t1 ~ \f(T) +- i[~'q'-rt)+ J[+l) -l(t+l} -~(~+1) -ls(S-ti)] Ys.o. ("'"') • 
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We note that, .in eq. ( 2. 3 5), only excitations to natural 

parity levels (i.e. o+,l-:-, 2+ etco) are allowed. This .is 

due to the fact that (i) we have assumed local potentials 

and · ( ii). for s~o, we have neglected coupling of the .spin of 

the projectile to the internal coordinates of the target 

nucleus. 

The differential cross section for unpolarised projec·~ 

tiles is given by 

:tS+I I I T Mf t>1.t: ...,, l.l (2.38) 

' MfWI+""C: 

an~ the polarisation of the scattered particles (using eqs. 

(2o6) and (2.14)) is 

~[(s-wt.f)(s-tmf-ti)J\.rW\1 Tt'\f~WitTM.f\Nif-t, ""'«-'"$ <2.39) 

s ll T Mf Mf Wit: 12. .. 

The summations extend over Mf, mf and mi • We sum over Mf 

because it is assumed that the polarisation of the excited 

level is not measured. 

Higher order tensor polarisation can again be calculated 

by similar techniques. However, for inelastic scattering 

we shall confine ourselves to vector polarisation. 
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3. REFLECTION COEFFICIENT AND RADIAL INTEGRALS 

FROM COMPLEX POTENTIALS 

For composite particles the physical significance of the 

OM potentials is not clear. However, the OM is still a useful 

method of parameterising the n1-coefficients. With the v1ew 

to find a simpler method of parameterisation, we investigate 

the n
1
-functions obtained from successful OM fits. For this 

purpose a computer programme was written to calculate n
1 

for 

a general class of OM potentials. The programme also included 

calculation of radial integrals for inelastic scattering. 

Some features of the programme are discussed in appendix A. 

In this section the numerical results are discussed and 

compared with WKB predictions. 

3.1 Potentials 

The central potential U(r) which appears in the radial 

Schrodi~ger equation (2.28) has, the form 

U. ( Y) -i.. W .. t C"\"') .) s ' (3.1) 

and the Coulomb potential Vc(r) for a uniformly charged sphere 
.!. 

of radius Rc = rc Aa is given by 

\.{ ("") = k, ~ 1 ~;1.. e 2 
( 3 R~- i':L)/ R~ ' ~~ R.c_ 

1 
(3.2) 

j 

Z1 and Z2 being the charges (in units of e) of the projectile 

and target, respectively. For fv and fw the Woods-Saxon (WS) 

shape 

(3.3) 
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was usedo For the surface absorption form fs(r)., the 

derivative of the WS shape 

1 
-~ 

cl [ J _, ax I -t exp ()<) , 

"\"'- R 
G\. 

or a Gaussian shape was usedo The two shapes are closely 

related (Hod 63) if a (Gauss) = 2ol a(WS)o 

In the radial equation, the spin-orbit term takes the 

form 

u.-~.i-== ± ( Ys.c.+LvJs..o.) fs.c0~[~(d'-t1) --l(.l-tt)-sCs+l}] 

ts.o .. C1"') = ~ f-r [I + e.)<p ( T~R) ] -I .. 

3o2 WKB calculations 

' (3o5) 

To facilitate comparison with numerical calculations, 

the n1-coefficients are derived in WKB approximationo 

The w~ve function which satisfies the boundary condition 

(2o27) at r = o is given in WKB approximation by 

I 't" 

= A { kt~)~-I. s~vtfJ-k(-t-)d..,.. + -ltw 1 
't't: 

for r>r o· Here k(r) is the local wave number 
t 
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and rt is defined by Re {k(rt)} = Oo 

From eqso (3o6) and (3o7) and the boundary condition 

at infinity, eqo (2o27), the phase shifts a 1 + ~! and a1 

can be calculated for the full potential and a point charge, 

respectively a It then immediately follows that 

= 
. 1 

).; ( lJ..(y) tVc.u·))- (t;i)~ 1l. d-r 

- e~r~ f1 J,. • 

If the potential U(r) is small in comparison with the 
fi2k2) energy E (= --- , eqo (3o8) can be approximated further 

2p. 
to yield 

\L(,.-) +Ve..- 1..1 t.~ eL.{.,.-

(1 - ~~Y~ 

where t = l+~o 
In approximation (3o9), the total phase shift is the sum 

of contributions obtained from different terms of the potentialo 

If the Coulomb interaction is neglected, eqo (3o9) is identical 

with the "high energy approximation" which is obtained by a 

different·· method (see for instance (Hod 6 3)) from the Klein-

Gordon or Dirac equationso 

3o3 Neutral particle scattering 

We are now in a position to discuss the dependence 

of n1 on the OM potential parameterso In order to avoid 

Coulomb complications, we confine ourselves to neutral particle 

sca"tteringo The potential parameters do not necessarily 

correspond to actual physical situationso 
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In some scattering processes (e.g. deuteron scattering) 

surface absorption is normally assumed and in other cases 

(e.g. high energy nucleon scattering) the absorptive potential 

is assumed to extend over the volume of the nucleus. To 

investigate the effect of these assumptions on the n 1 ~ 

coefficients, we consider the scattering of 182 MeV neutrons 

by 197Au. (The geometrical oarameters are r = 1.3 fm and 
0 . 

a = o. 6 fm.) The OM calculations for pure surface absorption 

<w8 = 20 MeV, V = o) are illustrated in figs. l(a) and l(b). 

The curves show that the minimum of Inti~ Rent occurs at 

ant-value slightly smaller than kR and Inti increases again 

for decreasing t. We also see that arg nt is small and 

positive for small t-values. All these features are pre-

dieted by eq. (3.8). However, the peculiar behaviour of 

arg n ~ around t ~ 20 is not described by eq. ( 3. 8). 

Figs. l(c)-l(e) show the results for the volume absorp

tion (W = 15 MeV) case with real potentials V = o, and 

V = 20 MeV. Here we note four points. (i) The main 

variation of Inti occurs in the surface region. 

curves for Inti depend on the real potential. 

(ii) The 

Attractive 

potentials tend to increase the cut-off t~value and also 

slightly increase the value of In J. 
0 

(iii) The curve for 

arg n
1 

, with V = 20 MeV, varies rapidly in the surface 

region but becomes fairly flat for low t-values. (iv) For 

V = o, arg n
1 

is small and positive for low t~values, but 

has a negative dip in the surface region. Except for this 

negative dip, all the features mentioned are qualitatively 

in accordance with the WKB predictions (3.8). 

We now turn our attention to the spin-orbit interaction. 

To the central potentials with volume absorption as discussed 

above, a spin-orbit potential <vs.o.,= 4 MeV/fm 2 ) was added. 

The results for V = o are illustrated in figs. l(f) and l(g) 
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while those for V = 20 MeV are shown in figso l(h) andl(i). 

From these curves·we see that for V = o, the main difference 
- + 

between 11
1 

·and n- occurs in the imaginary partso 
1. 

This is 

in accordance with the "v-model" of Frahn and Venter (Fra 64). 

(This model is discussed in section 4.2J On the other hand, 

the ~eal parts of 11~ and 11
1 

differ appreciably in the case 

of V = 20 MeV~ (This is due to the fact that arg n± is so 
1 

:t 
la~ge that cos (arg 11

1 
) varies rapidly~) In this case 

11~ and 11; take the form of a combined "1-- and v-model" (Fra 

64). However, the "v-model" could be recovered from the 

OM by including a suitable absorptive part WSoO;; (with sign 

opposite to vs.o} in the spin-orbit interactl.ono 

So far we have considered the case of incomplete 

abso~ption, 110 ~ o. Except for the behavipur of arg nt 

in the surface region, the calculations a're in agreement 

with WKB predictionso We now consider stronger absorptive 

potentials. In fig. 2- I n11 is represented as· a function of 

W for 180 .MeV neutrons scattered by 2 0 8 Pb. (The other 

parameters are r 0 :; 1., 3 fm, a = 0 o 5 f"' and V = o .• ) We see 

from fig. 2 that, for small 1, I n1 1 desceases exponentially-· 

with W up to about W = 50 MeV and increases again from about 

W = 80 M~V. Furthermore, it is shown in fig~ 3 that curves 

for arg 11
1 

as a function of 1 are notably different for 

W = 50 MeV and W = 80 MeV. For W = 160 MeV (not shown) 

arg 11
1 

has the same qualitativebehaviour as fig. 3(b), and 

except for the oscillations at low !~values fig. 3(a) .is 

similar to fig. l(e). The functions ·11
1

-can thus·be·divided 

into two groups depending on.w. 

In order to understand the behaviour of n
1 

for increas

ing w, we consider a square well a])sorption of radius·Ro 

For small t-values we then find, to first . order in W/E; , 
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From eqo (3ol0) we see that, for small W, ln1 1 decreases 

exponentially with Wo However, for large W the second term 

in eqo (3ol0) dominates and In I increases with increasing Wo 
l 

(For Woods-Saxon potentials, these curves depend, of course, 

on the width a and for non-vanishing real p9tentials also on 

the additional parameterso) It is now also clear why the 

phase.of n varies rapidly for small !-values for the case 
1 

w· = 80 MeVo From figo 3 (b) ·it can be seen that the differ-

ence of arg n1 for consecutive small !-values is about ~ as 

predicted by eqo (3ol0)o We note also the odd-even variation 

for small 1 in figo 3(a) which is due to the contribution 

of the second term in eqo (3ol0)o 

We have seen that the characteristic behaviour of the 

n1-function obtained-from a complex potential can be divided 

into two groups dependi-ng on Wo We define the extreme 

absorption condition (EAC) as the condition under which the 

n1-functions have the main characteristics of the second term 

3o4 Coulomb effects 

We now investigate in what way the results of section 3o3 
; 

change in the presence of a Coulomb interactiono 

In the neutral case the phase shifts are obtained relative 

to the free particle solution while for charged particles the 

"nuclear" phase shifts are calculated relative to the point 

charge solutionso Our object is to show that the nuclear 
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phase shifts still depend on the Coulomb parameter in a two-

fold wayo 

(i) For increasing repulsive Coulomb forces the 

absorption of high-! partial waves decreaseso We see this 

in WKB approximation by noting that the classical turning 

point is displaced towards larger radiio In parameterised 

n-functions this effect is taken care of by replacing the 

neutral angular momentum "cut-off" value T(o) by 

J. 

T ( r1) -=- T co) [ I - llt/T to)] .1. , (3oll) 

n (3ol2) 

This effect is illustrated in figo 5 which is discussed in 

section 3o5o 

(ii) The charge of the nucleus extends over the whole 

volume and for low-t partial waves the point charge approx-

imation is insufficiento By assuming that the nucleus is 

a uniformly charged sphere we calculate a phase shift 6o 1 

which is due to the difference between a point charge and an 

extended charge distributiono In WKB approximation 6o 1 is 

given by 

(3ol3) 

where Pc = kRc , and p 1 and p 2 are the values of p for which 

the respective integrands vanisho 

Th~ cor\f:'ection 6o 1 is unnecessary if we use 9 for match= 

ing purposes, extended charge wave functions instead of Coulomb 
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functionso However, we must then also use "extended charge 

phase shifts" instead of the normal Coulomb phase shifts cr~ 

in the calculation of cross sections et·co o 

For small Coulomb parameters we can compensate, to some 

extent, for the er~ors made in neglecting A8 1 , by 6alculating 

the cross section in a neutral formalismo Figo 4 shows cross 

sections calculated for 182 MeV protons scattered by 197Au 

with (i) extended charge distribution n1-coefficients and 

charged formalism for cr(e), (ii) point charge n1 -coefficients 

and neutral formalism for cr(e) and (iii) point charge n1-

coefficients and charged formalism for cr(9)o (For the 

calculations, the central potentials .of refo (Sat 64b) were 

takeno) Although curves (i) and (ii) have different slopes 

and oscillation amplitudes, they have approximately the same 

oscillation periodo The. fact that curves (i) and (iii) 

bear little resemblance to each other shows that A8 1 is very 

important in th'e case of incomplete absorption of low-! partial 

waveso 

In order to test approximation (3ol3) and to study its 

applicability to radial integrals, the phase shift differences 

A8 1 were calculated for 182 MeV protons scattered by 197Au 

(Coulomb parameter n = Oo922) by the following four methods~ 

(i) numerical solution of the Schrodinger equation with no 

nuclear potentials, (ii) WKB approximation (3ol3), (iii) 

difference between point charge and extended charge distri~ 

bution calculations of arg n1 with OM parameters from refo 

(Sat 64b), and (iv) differences between the respective 

diagonal radial integrals s11 with Q = Oo 

shown in table lo 

The results are 
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Table 1 Calculation of 2~o 1 for 182 MeV 

protons scattered by 197Au (see text) 

Method 

t (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

0 279o6 283o3 272o9 272o8 

1 194o7 196ol 19lol 19lo0 

2 146ol 146o9 11,!.14-;,6 145ol 

3 113o2 113o7 113o4 112o9 

4 89o0 89o3 90ol 90o7 

5 70o3 70o6 72o2 72o0 

6 55o4 55 0 5. 57o7 57o9 

7 43o4 43o6 46ol 46o3 

8 33o6 33o6 36o4 36o3 

9 -25o6 25o7 28of+ 28o7 
I l 10 19o0 l9ol 2lo9 22o0 

11 l3o8 l3o8 16o5 16 0 4· 

12 9o7 9o7 12 oO· 12o2 

13 6oS 6o4 8o3 8oS 

The most striking feature in table 1 is the good agree= 

ment between methods (iii) and (iv)o The fact that arg n1 

and arg a11 behave similarly can be readily understood by 

observing that a
1 

appears in the inelastic amplitude (2o35) 

and again no correction is necessary if extended charge 

phase shifts are usedo In general, the agreement between 

methods (i) -(iv) is quite goodo Remembering that the 
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uniformly charged sphere is an idealisation and that Rc 

is chosen fairly arbitrarily, we conclude that approximation 

(3ol3), which can be integrated exactly, should suffice for 

parameterised n-functionso 

In the case under conside·ration, i.\ ~ ll 3 is already small 

It follows for strong absorption 

(eogo a-scattering) that ln1 1 is sufficiently small for 

t-values for which ~~ 1 becomes important 9 and therefore 

i.\o 1 may be neglected in such caseso 

3c5 Radial integrals 

We now discuss the radial integrals B.e~·v for neutral 

particle scatteringo In the preceeding section we have 

seen how some of these results can be extended t~ the charged 

caseo 

First of all we consider the diagonal elements 1 = tio 

For vanishing Q-value, Austern and Blair (Aus 65) have derived 

the exact relation 

' 
where R is the OM radiuso As these authors_point out, an 

increment oR in the OM radius will result in an increment 

~10 ~ k~R in the cut-off angular momenturno (This assumption 

is expected to be quite accurate at high energies where WKB 

arguments are valido) By assuming that n
1 

is a function of 

t-t0 in the surface region it is found that 

d. Y'lt 
dt. • 

(3ol5) 
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Eqo (3ol5) is not valid for low t=valueso By calculating 

n0 in WKB approximation and applying eqo (3ol4) we can 

estimate aoo 0 The result is 

i:E 
l.T ' 

We thus have expressions for low !=values 

and for surface t=valueso It is, at present, not clear how 

the intermediate region in t-space should be treatedo However, 

for strong absorption we have n0 =o and therefore 800 = o and 

only surface elements are importanto 

In order to calculate the off-diagonal radial integrals 

with K = t 9 -t = :1:1, we use the integral expressions of Fradkin 

and Calogero (Fra 66) for phase shift differences and assume 

that U(r) is a function of (r-R) o We obtain 

• (3ol7) 

We note that there is a resemblance between eqso (3al7) and 

(3~15), but eqo (3ol7) is valid for all !=values and greater 

t=space localisation is expected for·st+A't o It then follows 

that, for incom~lete absorption <no~ o), the s~matrix 

description of inelastic scattering by a 1= state will be 

the simplest caseo 

For t 9 -t = ±2 we have no simple relations between phase 

shifts and radial integralso Austern and Blair (Aus 65) 

assume that all off-diagonal elements can be approximated by 

-
) : ~ ( .i +.€.') • 
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We shall use approximation (3.18) in section 5. An improved 

approximation is proposed in section 6. 

We now consider the relative sign between radial integrals 

for different t 1 
- t. For low t-values 11 the wave function in 

the r-space surface r~gion is approximately given by 

where n
1
(r) satisfies the Calogero equation (Cal 63, Kla 66). 

The reflection coefficient is then given by n
1 

= n 1 (~co) = 

n1 (r = rM) o If we assume tha.t n1 (R) ~ nt 1 (R) (remembering 

that n1 (rM) ~ n11 (rM) for low t- and tv-values; fig. 1) 

we find 

(3.20) 

for small t .. By the same procedure we also finds for low 

t-values, that 1st+! 1 l<<IB1+ 2 1 1,1s11 1. On the other hand, 

n
1 

approaches unity for larg·e t-values o This implies that 

the main contribution to the wave function is the term contain= 

ing the Bessel function j 1 (kr). For t>kR, these functions 

are predominantly positive in the inelastic interaction region. 

We therefore expect that the radial integrals with different 

t'~t have the same sign in the t~space surface region. These 

results will be used in section 6. 

Fig.. 5 illustrates some of the points discussed in this 

section. For the calculations, the scattering of 182 MeV 

neutrons and protons by 197Au was considered. (The central 

potential parameters were taken from ref. (Sat 64b)). We 

note four points .. 

(i) The curves for K = o,2 have opposite signs at low t= 

values as predicted by eq .. (3.,20). For the neutron case we 
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have Re s11 = 2.039, Im 811-=-0.916, Re s
20 

= Re s02 =-2.035 

and Im s
20 

= Im s02 = 0.914. Therefore eq. (3.20) is seen 

to be well satisfied in this' case. (ii) The values of 

at,t+i are small for small t in agreement with eq. (3ol7). 

(iii) By taking T = 20 and calculating B from eq. (3.16)~ 
00 

we obtain Re S00 = 2.151, Im S00 = -0.739. The correct 

values are Re 8 = 2.047, Im B = ~0.902. This shows 
00 00 

that eq. (3.16) gives a satisfactory estimate of the contri-

bution from low !-values. (iv) For protons the cut-off 

angular momentum !
0 

is smaller than the one for neutrons. 

This is also true for the !-value at which the imaginary 

parts of the radial integrals have maximum magnitude. In 

the surface region the neutral expressions for nt and Btt' 

can thus be adapted for charged particles by using eq. (3.11) 

which is also quantitatively correct. 

3.6 Alpha-particle scattering 

We have now collected enough background material to 

discuss typical nt-functions and radial integrals for a-

particle scattering. Here we consider one example only. 

Optical model analyses of 65 MeV a-particle scattering 

by 92 Zr have been performed by Bingham, Halbert and Bassel 

(Bin 66). ·These authors give three different four-parameter 

potentials. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate calculations of n1 and 

sttv for potentials 1 and 3. (The potential parameters are 

V = 34.36 MeV, W = 18.92 MeV, r
0 

= 1.554 fm and a = 0.662 fm 

for potential 1, and V = 200 MeV, W = 97.68 MeV, r 0 = la227 fm 

and a= 0.665 fm for potential 3.) 

For potential 1, fig. 7 shows that arg n1 increases 

with decreasing t (starting at t = 30) as a result of the real 
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potential V o Below t = 23, arg n
1 

drops to negative ~alues 

as a result of the imaginary potential (as discussed in 

section 3.3). Below t = 20, arg n. increases again with 
9. 

decreasing t under the influence of V and 6ot • The phases 

of 811 , follow a similar pattern but in this case arg Stt and 

argt B _ are not simolv related in the surface region. ,, x.+ 1 ~ £ - 1 - - ··-

Fig. 6 shows that, for potential 1,1 8ttl is not symmetrical 

and both I B21 I and I n1 I have a peculiar behaviour near t = 20. 

Judging by the form of arg n ~~, shovm in fig. 7 ~ potential 

3 satisfies the EAC (section 3.3). Again, the behaviour of 

arg Bu. and arg a1+1 ,t-1 is similar to that of arg n1 • In 

this case the former seem to be related in a simple way. 

Furthermore, the functions ln 1 1 and la11 1 are fairly anti-

symmetric and symmetric, respectively. They are also quite 

smootho Considering all these facts, it seems that this 

case is suitable for a simple S-matrix parameterisation. 

(Although no comparison with ingoing wave boundary condition 

calculations (IWB) (Raw 66) has been made, it is believed 

that under EAC, IWB and normal OM calculations· are very 

similar.) However, most OM potentials quoted in the litera-

ture produce n2-functions which are similar to those obtained 

for potential 1. 

With decreasing a-particle energy the irregular behaviour 

of ln
1

1 below the cut-off t-value increases. Austern (Aus 61) 

has shown that this effect is due to the interference between 

wa·ves reflected at the nuclear surface and waves reflected 

from the centrifugal barrier. Curves for 8191 for 28 MeV a

particle scattering are discussed in section 6ol (figoll)o 
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3.7 Helium-3 scattering 

We now extend the Austern-Blair relation (3ol5) to 

the scattering of strongly absorbed spin-~ particles in 

the presence of a spin-orbit interaction~ 

By deforming the complex central and spin-orbit poten

tials in the extended OM as suggested in section 2.3, we 

again obtain, in direct analogy to the spin-independent 

expressio·ns (3ol4), the exact relations 

H· ~E ~V}+ 
~ -H ( ~t b.~) :. 

~R 
_t j aR 

( 3 o· 2:1) 

~H ( ~~ ~\,) LE ~~ -= 
.l.~ 5 -~R 

where a~~ and a~~ are the radial integrals for j-t=j~-1' = +! 

and j-1= j'-1' = -!, respectivelyo Using the dssumptions 

that lead from eqo· (3ol4) to eqo (3ol5) we-obtain in this 

case 

' 
( 3 0 22., 

l.E = - ,. 
?... 

In order to illustrate the relations _( 3 o 22), ·the phase 

shifts and radial integrals for 60 MeV 3He projectiles 

scattered by 58 Ni, are calculatedo (For the central pot en·-

tial the parameters are assumed to be V = 40 MeV, W = 20 MeV, 

r 0 = loS fm and a = Oo6 fmo These are similar to the. a

particle potentials (Dar 64)o A real spin-orbit potential 

Vsoo.= 10 MeV/fm 2 is includedo) The numerical results.are 

illustrated in figo So From the curves we.see that, apar} 

from the difference between Im n+ and Im n-, the real spin-

orbit ef,fect has a pronounced effect on the cut-off and the 
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"widths" of Re n+ and Re n-o However, the shapes of n+ and 

n- should not be taken too seriously at this stage because the 

potentials are not a result of actual analyses of a(e) and 

Our spin-orbit potential was chosen rather large in 

order to illustrate clearly the relations (3o22}o In figo 8 

the radial integrals for K = 1 1 ~ 1 = ±2 are also showno 

As in the spin-o case, the relations 

( 3 0 23) 

are not as accurate as expressions (3o22)o However, eqso 

(3o22) and (3o23) will both be used in section 5oS to derive 

an extension of the Blair phase rule (Bla 59)o 
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4 o STRONG ABSORPTION FORMALISM FOR ELASTIC , . SCATTERING 

OF PARTICLES WITH SPIN O, ~ AND 1 

In the previous section we have discussed OM reflection 

coefficients. At high energies these were found to be 

reasonably smooth functions of t. Therefore, it is possible 

to parameterise n1 in a simple way. The simplest form is 

the unit step function (Bla 54). Frahn and Venter (Fra 63) 

give a review of other forms. These authors suggest a 

parameterisation of which we consider only the simplified 

version 

' 
where t = t+~ and g(t) is a smoothed generalisation of the 

unit step functiono 
' . ':oj 

One possible choice for g(t) is the 

Woods-Saxon shape 

J -1 
~(t) = (I+ ..Q._~'P 1 (i:-T)/11 ~ • 

The parameters of this model ~re T, a and ~o Springer and 

Harvey (Spr 65) have extended eq. (4.1) by assuming 

• 

For spin-! particles the parameters for j = t+~ and j = t-~ 
have different values in general (Fra 64)o The formalism 

can easily be extended to spin-1 particle scattering. 

With these n1-functions, cross sections and polarisations 

can be directly calculated by means of a :computero However, 

in order to exhibit the main features of the model, it is 

instructive to derive closed-form expressions for the angular 

distributions. Frahn and Venter give the expressions for 
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spln-o (Fra 63, Ven 63) and spin-! particles (Fra 64a)o 

Here we shall only consider the scattering of charged parti-

cles in the asymptotic diffraction region which is defined 

by 6>>6c' where ec is the Coulomb grazing angle given by 

4.1 Spin-o particles 

To derive the scattering amplitude f(S) for spin=o 

particles, Frahn and Venter (Fra 63, Ven 63) replace the 

summation in eqo (2o20) by an integral and approximate the 

spherical harmonics by 

(4o5) 

and obtain, for n1 of the form (4ol) 7 

A.ce) -

.. 

For the Woods-Saxon form (4o2), we have 
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Ft - 1i o. (ec.. ±.a) (4o 7) 

Eqo C4o6) is valid if the dn/dt is well localised and 

the cut-off is large enough so that terms of order l/t
0 

can 

be neglectedo Venter (Ven 63) gives the strong absorption 

conditions (SAC) 

.. 
(.II ) 

lT~ 
2T 

' 
<<I • 

We can easily generalise eqo (4o6) for more complicated 

forms of n (such as eqo (4o3)) and obtain 
R. 

where 

+CD 

H+ - tee ±ef' r ~H) e ±i.{t.-T)(ec.±e) cit. .. 
-oo 

The differential cross section is given by 

j 

(4ol0) 

If Re n(t) and Im n(t) are antisymmetric and symmetric 

functions of t-T, respectively, it follows from eqo (4ol0) 

that H+ and H are real functionso This implies that 

The effects of the different parameters on the elastic 
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cross section have been discussed (Fra 63)o Similar 

expressions are obtained for inelastic cross sectionso 

These will be discussed in section So 

4 o 2 Spin-l particles 

For spin-~ particles the calculations of the non=spin

flip amplitude A(e) is similar to the calculations of f(e) 

of section 4olo By comparison, we find 

(4ol3) 

where 

(4ol4) 

= 

·HIO 

f 
(4ol5) 

-oO 

For the calculation of the spin-flip amplitude B(e) we use 

the approximation 

Y
1 

\ 1 ._l) l.lt.e+~u) -l.H.a+i7f) 2 ("olG) 
1 

(e>o) ~ "i lT- (S~VIe) 2. l e + e 1 , "t 

and obtain 
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where 

(4.18) 

+DO 

::::. _I_ r cl~ ± L (t-T)(ec. ±.e) 11 ec.. te cL 1:. e o. -r. .. 
-00 

(4~19) 

The angular distributions of the cross section and 

polarisation are calculated from eq. (2.22), giving 

o- (e)~ .l.:k).st:\1\(J ~~+ t~>l:z. +IH_L~)/ :L -t 11m {H-~-c~) H_c~) e:ta:re J 

+ ~ (/~}(1)/ 2+ jH_lt}l.:z.-l.Iwt(U+(~) U~l'S) eJ.~Te)~] '} (4.20) 

Expressions ( 4 .·20) and ( 4. 21) are the main result of this 

subsection. They will be compared to the inelastic expressions 

in section 5.5. We now consider specific forms of. n+ and n-

and discuss the resultant polarisation. 

The polarisation of 182 MeV protons (Ven 64) and 29 MeV 

3He-particles (Fra GSa) has been described in terms of the 

"v-model". In this model, it is assumed that the rf -functions 

in parame~isation (4.1) differ only in their p-values. 

Defining p = !(p+ + u-) and v = p+ - p- , we obtain 

' 
(4.22) 
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H ± ( s) 
" 

For small coulomb parameters, the "v-model" gives an 

angular distribution for the polarisation which is positive 

for positive v-va,lues and oscillates in p_hase with the cross 

section. 

Hufner and de Shalit (Huf 65) have reproduced a Rodberg

type relation (Rod 69) between a(e) and the polarisation, 

a(e)P(e) = K(e) da(e)/de where K(e) is a slowly varying 

function of e. The extended Rodberg relation is also 

obtained (Fra 66) by assuming that ~ 2 in eq. (4.3) is the 

only variable depending on the spin state of the projectile. 

B k . - 1( + -) d + -y ta 1ng ~ 1 = o, y = o, ~2 = 2 ~ 2 + ~ 2 an v 2 = ~ 2 - ~ 2 , 

we find 

' * H ±. t ~) = i. vl. c ec. -±e) F ... 
(4.24) 

By inserting eqs. (4. 24) in eq. (4. 21) and taking ec = o, 

we obtain 

(4.25) 
• 

For ~ 2 = o, we .see from eq. (4.12) that the oscillation in the 

differential cross section is proportional to sin( 2Te). The 

rapid oscillations of e:q. (4.25) are thus of the Rodberg form 

da{e)/de. 

The criterioh for the type of polarisation can be stated 

as follows. If H±(n) is predominantly real (i.e. a(e) 

oscillates like sin(2T6)), the generalised Rodberg relation 

is obtained for predominantly imaginary H±(~), while 
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polarisation of the "v-model" type is obtained if H 1 (~) is 

predominantly realo 

Frahn and Venter (Fra 64) have shown that the Coulomb 

interaction suppre~ses the polarisation for 6<<6c o This 

is due to the fact that the major contribution to small 

angle scattering comes from the spin-independent Coulomb 

interaction. For 6>>6c , the Coulomb interaction damps out_ 

the diffraction oscillations in the "v-model"o We wish to 

point out one other interesting featureo 

are real functions, we have no polarisation for neutral 

particle scattering, but polarisation is possible for charged 

particle so If n+ and n- differ only in their cut-off value 

(T= T+ - T_) the polarisation is enhanced by the Coulomb 

interactiono The calculation yields 

j 

' (4o26) 

T :\: ( T+ + T_) • 

. Again H1 (~) is imaginary if H1 (n) is real and a Rodberg-type 

relation followso (Even if M. 1 is complex we obtain a general-

ised Rodberg relation because the phase of H1, (n) and H
1 

( ~) 

differ by t .! o ) 

2 
(4o21) yields 

For real K1 , insertion of eqo (4o26) in 

If ec = o, we find P(e)~ Oo 

We have found different ways of obtaining the generalised 

Rodberg relationo To distinguish between these,actual 
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analyses of a (a), P(e) and the Wolfenstein rotation parameter· 

(Wol 5~, Hod 63) are necessaryo 

~o3 Spin-1 particles 

For spin-1 particles the amplitudes A-E of eqo (2a23) 

can be calculated by methods similar to those used in sections 

-To achieve this we define the quantities a 1 

~! , ~! and Yt by 

= 1- n1 , 

(4o28) 

(the latter approximation is possible because ls
1
1 is 

confined to the vicinity of !
0

) and make use of the approxi

mate relations 

A.-I 0 A-1 0 

J. -tl y.t-tl + {-tl y 
.t-1 

-1 A y 0 t ~(tti)J -e cos (7 i. 

[
1.£-(tl.)]ty I _ [t-l-tl)(~-1)1~ V 1 

l1-t3 '..t:tl J.f-1 J '~-l 
A \{ o 

~ 1 s ~Vl e 1 , c 4 o 2 9 > 

A '( 2. 
~ 1. cos e 1. , 

where Y~ stands for YTCe,o)o 

order t- 1 , we obtain 

After neglecting terms of 
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' 

' 
{4o30) 

.. 

By using the asymptotic form of the spherical harmonics 

replacing the summations in eqso (4o30) by integrals and 

taking Fourier transforms, we obtain in the asymptotic 

diffraction region 6>>ec th~ expressions 

A (e) == - L ALe) [ t ( Yi) + 7:. L <') cos e] 

]) (e) =- L A.U~) .fi[ it:(.~)+ l C~) ~l.n~] , 

where A(e) is given by eqo (4o6)o The quantities Z are 
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defined by 

l( - w ) II i.~ U (- ) -~<) ~ ) ,. > ~ = n + (~ , '1', ¥) e + _ vt > 1f > -t e , 

{4o33) 

cJ> - Te- ~1T, 

and the functions H~ are expressed in terms of Fourier 

transforms, similar to eqso (4ol5) and (4ol9)o 

Before we write down expressions for vector and tensor 

polarisation, it is instructive to interpret the quantities 

t 1 and w1 in terms of OM potentialso Satchler (Sat 60c) 

has shown that, apart from the normal spin-orbit interaction, 

Vs 0 (r) !os, we can have three types of tensor interaction 
0 ' ,., AN' 

in the scattering of spin-1 particles by spin-o targetso 

These are 

The operators tos and TL are diagonal in the partial ,.,., ..,., 

wave representation, but Tr and Tp are noto The latter 

are responsible for the off-diagonal S-matrix elements y 1 o 

For v2 = v3 = o, we have yt = Oo 

For small non-central interactions we can calculate 

nj in PWBA and obtain 
.f. 
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where n
1 

and u
1
(r) are reflection coefficients and wave 

functions for the central part of the interaction. 

For an t.s interaction we have "~ = t,t-1, -(t+l) for 
"#A fV'I J<, 

j = R.+l, 1, 1~1, respectively. If 1 is large it follows 

that ~ 1 <<~ 1 For the TL interaction we have A~ = 

··-/;(!+l)(t+3);c.;;.:;{;(2t ... l)(2t+3),··_t.e(t+l) for j',i:~1 1+1, f ~-·t-1, 

respectively. Al-though Ti
1 

= ~<n; + n;> is different from 

n1 , we readily see that ~ 1 <<~ 1 , for large t. (Similar 

expressions can also be obtained for the diagonal element 

of Tr (Ray 6 5) ~;) We can therefore approxim~tely identify 

~ 1 with vector interactions,~! with diagonal tensor inter

actions, and y
1 

with off-diagonal tensor interactions. The 

identification is valid for large t-values and 'in first 

order pertubation theory. 

We now return to"the closed form calculations of polar-

isation. For the vector polarrsation, we obtain from eqs. 

(4.32) and (2.25) the expression 

It is seen from eq. (4.36) that, apart from the tensor 

contributions to Ti
1 

and to a(e), the vector polarisation of 

strongly absorbed particles (for e>>ec) depends only on the 

vector interaction. This re.sul t may prove useful in OM 

search programmes. 

Tensor polarisation can easily be calculated from eqs. 

Here we give only the expressions for 

the special case where no off-diagonal tensor interactions 

are present (i.e. Z(y) = o). They are 
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' (4.37) 

In our approximation we thus find two interesting results~ 

{i) in the absence of off~diagonal tensor interactions, 

t 21 ~o and t ~ /27] t
22 

, and (ii) if only central and 

R. o s interactions are present, t
2 
~ 127"g t ' o. 

""' NV U ·'22 ..._ For. ·high 

energy deuteron scatteringthese results were also obtained 

in impulse approximation,under the assumption that the 

deuteron is in a pure s-state (Saw 65). 

In section 4o2, the generalised Rodberg relation fQr 

spin-! particle polarisation was shown to follow.if the. 

The same result 

holds for spin-1 particles. As an example we assume 

H:t <ii ) = H:t = real, 

fi;t (~ ) = ih:t = imaginary, 

H:t (lfJ ) = H:t ( y ): o, 

and obtain 

l.(l;t. ~_l. 'h + b l "'+ + l'l_ - <:J_ -4-l,- SLY\ l J..T8) ~] ' 
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CJ ( 9) t .l.O (9) =- h-/3 cr- ( S) t ;1.2. (a) 

: ~'-n: IAte)fl~: + h: + l h.,_ h- s~n. (.lTe)] $ 

(4o40) 

For 1os interactions which produce a generalised Rodberg 
11A VVI 

relation for the vector polarisation, it follows from eqo 

( 4 o 40) that the tensor polarisat ions t 2 0 and t 
2 2 

oscillate 

in phase with the main contribution to the oscillations in 

the cross sectiono 

For forward angles the experimental data and the OM 

fits for 22 MeV deuterons scattered by 4 °Ca (Ray 63, Ray 65) 

qualitatively satisfy the main features of eqso (4o 38 )-(4 o40).o 

Hufner and de Shalit (Huf 65) have described these data ~Y 

means of a sharp-cutoff modelo These authors introduced an 

angle-dependent radius (or cut-off value) to describe the 

observed "stretching" of the oscillation periodo In section 

5 it is shown (for inelastic scattering) that n1-functions 

of the form (4o3) have the same effect, but it has not been 

possible to fit the 22 MeV deuteron data by this methodo 

Calculations with OM n1-coefficients showed that the irregular 

behaviour of the diffraction oscillations is due to the 

contributions from low t-valueso It is therefore amazing 

that the phase relations still hold qualitatively for a case 

of incomplete absorptiono A similar situation occurs in 
. 

30-40 MeV proton scattering where the absorption of low-1 

partial waves -is far from complete and the radial integrals 

for low !-values are sometimes even larger than those for 

surface 1-valueso However, the experimental data are 

still in qualitative agreement with the Blair phase ruleo 

Our results are expected to increase- in accuracy with 

increasing deuteron energy, because the absorption of low-1 

partial waves increases with energyo Other light spin-1 
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nuclei are 6Be and 14 N. Although little polarisation 

is expected for 14 N scattering by heavy targets (because 

the Coulomb interaction dominates) our relations are 

expected to be useful for the scattering of 14 N (with an 

energy of about 10 MeV/neucleon) by light target nuclei, 

such as 160. In such·cases the strong absorption 

conditions are expected to be well satisfied. 
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5. CLOSED FORMULAE FOR INELASTIC SCATTERING AND 

POLARISATION OF SPIN-o AND SPIN-! PARTICLES 

Closed form expressions for the angular distribution 

of inelastic cross sections were first derived in Fraunhofer 

approximation (Dro 55, Ino 57, Bla 59). These expressions 

led to the Blair phase rule which states that for one-phonon 

excitations the diffraction oscillations in inelastic scatter~ 

ing to odd/even parity states are in-/out-of phase with the 

elastic diffraction oscillations. For multipolarity L = o,2 9 

the inelastic scattering amplitude was later (Bla 62) express= 

ed in terms of the elastic reflection coefficients in open 

form. Austern and Blair (Aus 65) have generalised this 

result for all L-values. However, the results become less 

accurate as L increases. It was shown in section 2.7 that 

the Austern-Blair (AB) relations can be extended to spin=! 

particle scatteringo A number of papers (Bas 6 5 t Ha.h 66, 

Pot 66a, Dar 66) dealing with the closed form expressions 

for spin-o particles have appeared. Here we follow closely 

ref. ( Hah 6 6 ) • 

5.1 Spin-o particles 

For spin-o particles, expressi6n (2.35) reduces to 

(5.1) 
1\ -M 

· i.' YJ..' (9) o) ( i L - M 1'111. o ) ( 1..' L o o 11. o > .. 
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With the definitions 

K= .,l--l' 

the radial integrals can be written in the form 

For Q = o and hk(t) = dn~/di , eqo (So3) reduces to the AB 

expressiono For Q = o, it follows that 

Expression (5o4) is important for the discussions in section 6o 

Defining an amplitude BLM by 

T LM : t ( L II c( II 0 > tr Tf t- ( L +I) • 1. (E . E y± B ML 
l ii:R.f o1. t. f ' 

(5oS) 

we have 

• 

The presence of t-space localisation of the radial 

integrals allows us to expand hk(i) in terms of derivatives 

of the Woods-Saxon function (3o2)o The AB theory suggests 

the form 

We again require that the SAC (4o8), are satisfiedo In addi= 

tion we require 

).0 - l - A >) l o 
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We can now approximate the Coulomb phase shifts by 

In eqo (So9) the bar indicates the arithmetical average over 

the initial and final channels, and oec = ec(i) - ec(f)o 

Since hk(t) is confined to a narrow region in t-space and 

important contribution comes from t-values, the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients in eqo (Sol) can be approximated by elements of 

the rotation matrices (Bru 57)o We have, subject to condition 

(SolO) 

For the sign of the d-matrices the convention of refo (Bri 62) 

is usedo 

From eqso (Sol), (5o3), (5oS), (5o9) and (SolO), we 

find 

- e;tt<T'(o L l K+L d..~M (-:fv) d~o(-frr) e~4 K &Be. 
K (Soll) 

• ~ e U ~ + t.k- .lo } ii< h K U + ± K) Y i- ( f} , 0) • 

From the symmetry properties of rotation matrices and the 

properties of the spherical harmonics it follows that 

(5ol2) 

The second sum of eqo (Soll) may be replaced by an integral 

(Ven 63) and we define quantities AMK by 
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(5.13) 

By solving the appropriate differential equation in WKB 

approximation (Bru 57), the spherical harmonics can, for 

R->>1, e: = Mit and e:<<.B<<'IT..;.e:;., be approximated by 

(5.14) 

The phase correction a depends on M, 1 and e, but it is a 

slowly varying function of t. We have approximated a factor 

A(e) by unity. This factor is, in WKB approximation, given 

by A(e) = (sine)~ {sin(e+s) sin(e-s)}-4 where B = 

arc '.$in <MI tL 

By using eq. (5.14) in eq. (5.13), substituting t for t+~K, 

and neglecting terms of order K/(2t+l) we obtain 

A MK 
+ 

A~\( AMK -t 

' 
(5.15) 

+ ( T )t - L1 t<.e + 
A~K - .;tTr 1 Slv-.-9 

e + 2.. ~~K , (5.16) 

+ H± e±Lt/JMlT) 
G_ ~K -

k J 
(5.17) 

(5.18) 

-~ 

For t'he differential cross section we have 
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(f(9) = 

r ' I + . ...L K . 11 •l,.o •. t e-L. z:.Ke G_MK + e + Lz. e G. ~K 
(Scl9) 

It is seen from eqs. (5.17)-(5.19) that the differential 

cross section is essentially a function of the Fourier 

transforms of the radial integrals. 
:!: 

In order to obtain explicit formulae for HK , we intro-

duce f(x) = dg(x)/dx and denote the Fourier transforms of 

f(x) by F ± • He then find 

(5.20) 

For the Woods-Saxon form (see eqs. (4.3) and (4.7)) 

(5.21) .. 

5.2 Adiabatic Approximation 

We now introduce the AB relations (3.15) and (3.18) 

and take the form (4.1) for the reflection coefficients. 

Therefore, ak 1 = 1, bk2 = ~, akj = o for j~l and bkj = o 

for j\2. Eq. (5e20) reduces to 

H ! - 1 I + p c ec. ±. e) t != ± .. (5.22) 
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. :t 
In the present case GMK is independent of K and the 

index K is droppedo 

introducing 

it follows that 

L + 
BML = (l.1i1 si.vt £l)2.elL ~0 f L f. ei\ G + E (-e) G.., ( CLM~ I M LN M 

By 

(So23)' 

l . 
,I 

(So24) 

(So25) 

e , while the last term is oscillatoryo 

that IG~I 2 can be replaced by IH:tl 2 o 

Eqo (SolB) shows 

By using eqo (Bo3) 

of appendix B, we see that the smooth contribution becomes 

[ 1 C T -,, -t [ I H +I a + I H-I l.J .lrr sC::vt e cr (e) a.0- = (So26) 
0 

In a large number of reactions between complex nuclei 

the strong damping condition F+<<F_ (Fra 64b) holds in the 

relevant angular regiono In this case 

2.. .:z. 

J. JT s LV\ e ~ {e) == c T 1T _, f I + }L ( e c.- e) ~ F_ (So27) 

Eqo (5o27) has been obtained previously (Fra 64b, Bas 65) 

for IJ = Oo 

We now consider the oscillatory contribution to eqo (So25)e 

We restrict ourselves to functions f which are symmetric in 

(t-T) so that the Fourier transforms F:t are realo 

eqs» (Bo7) and (Bo8) of appendix B we obtain 

By using 
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+ L+ M I .l 'i) - 2.c.'t/JC.T) 
.llf Sl V\ e r tr(e)l = .l c. T 11" -I H H- l_(-) E (e)j 1\e e L' ~o LM .. ( 5. 2 8) sc. M 

neglected. Under this assumption we -have 

Comparison of eq. (5.29) with ~qo (4.12) clearly demonstrates 

the Blair phase rule. From eqs. (4.9) and (5.20) it follows 

that Ht = <ecte)Ht • For 9>9c , the oscillations of eq. 

(5.29) for odd/even L are in-/out-of phase with those of eq. 

(4.12). The values of the minima of the quantity in square 

brackets iri eq. (5.29) ar'e given by (H+- H-)2 • In the 

neutral limit ac = o, the filling of the minima is due to the 

"nuclear" real phase shift parameter JJ, since (H+ - H=) 2 = 

In the case where the Coulomb interaction dominates; 

the filling is due to th~ fact that F+ and F have maximum 

value (=1) at -ac and 9c , respectively. There is partial 

cancellation of the two contributions for positive ll• 

Eq. (5.29) is a good approximation for L = o, and 

For L~o, the phase correction 

can be calculated in WKB approximation to various degrees of 

accuracy.. The first order term is given by a~~ (M 2/T) cotg 9 o 

We can also follow a different procedure. From eq. (5.14) 

we have 

therefore 
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- (5o30} 

For small angles the spherical harmonics in eqo C5o30) can be 

approximated by cylindrical Bessel functionso Aside from 

the form factors, the result is similar to those obtained 

previously (Bla 59, Aus 65)o In eqo (So30) the terms with 

L+M odd contribute to the sumo The factor (-l)L+M compensates 

for the out:...of-phase properties of the different spherical 

harmonics or Bessel functionso It will be shown in section 

6 that the structure of our inelastic amplitude reproduces 

the general adiabatic predictions for (a,avy) correlation 

functionso 

5o3 Higher order terms 

In this section we discuss the effect of higher order 

terms in eqo (5o7)o In section 5o2 we have carried the term 

with coefficient 1>t< 2 = l1 o From eqso (So29) and (4ol2) it 

follows that the phases of the inelastic and the elastic 

oscillations are inverted ate= ec +-p- 1 o 

to our special choice of the radial integralso 

This is due 

For the 

strong damping case the result is more interestingo Angular 

distributions of single nucleon transfer reactions (Fra 64b) 

and inelastic scattering (Bas 6 5) 'between complex nuclei 

have been obtained with l1 ~ Oo The "interaction radius" 

parameter was found to be appreciably larger than the one 

obtained in elastic scattering (Ven 64a) o Eqo (5o27) shows 
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that for ll = o the maximum of 2'11' sine o( e)· occurs at em = ec. 

The parameter T is calculated from ec and n. However, for 

lJ>O it is seen that e <6 m c Therefore, one obtains a larger 

value T if one puts e = 2 arctg (n/T). m The physical inter-

pretation of this effect is that the real attractive nuclear 

force counteracts the repulsive Coulomb force and thereby 

produces an apparently larger radius. Potgieter (Pot 67a) has 

determined l.l-values from the inelastic cross section by using 

the T-value obtained from elastic scattering analyses. 

By using the form (4.3) for n , we obtain from eq.(5.20) 
R, 

~ c Qc. ±e~ + .th. ( ec. t: e).t ·] 
1 + ft1( e c. ± e ) .. (5.32) 

For angles where a may be neglected the angular distribu
o 

tion is given by 

In general there is no angle at which the diffraction amplitude 

vanishes and the phase changes by 'IT • The phase varies 

continuously through the interplay of ~+ and ~- • We 

observe that, if the radial integrals have imaginary and real 

parts (up to a phase) which are symmetric and antisymmetric in 

(t-T), respectively 9 the oscillatory part of the angular 

distribution is proportional to sin (2Te) for angles such that 

a may be neglected. Deviations from these symmetries cause 

an angle-de~endent change in the argument of the sine function. 

In this way, "stretching" of the oscillation period is obtained. 
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5.4 Numerical results 

In order to test the accuracy of our approximations, the 

sum in eqo (Sol) was evaluated numericallyo The results 

obtained by these calculations are referred to by SUMo 

Typical values of the parameters were chosen which, however, 

do not correspond to specific physical systemso Figso9 

{i)-(iii) give results in which only the first term with 

coefficient aK
1 

= 1 is consideredo An additional term with 

coefficient bK
2 

= ~ was included in the calculation of the 

curves in figs.9 (iv) and (v)o The absolute value of the 

cross section is arbitraryo 

Figo 9(i) illustrates the structure of the inelastic 

amplitude for the strong damping case 

M 
shown that TCIBLI 2 = IELM(e)j 2 a(e)o 

with L=2o It can be 

The accuracy of this 

relation for the SUM calculations of figo 9(i) was found to 

be of the order of l%o At 71° the value of IB~I 2 was found 

to be lo-s <IB~I 2 + IB~I 2 >o 

Fig 9{ii) shows the SUM calculations of 2vsine a(e} for 

L=o and L=2o The distribution with L=o agrees very well 

with the one obtained from eqo (5o29)o 

does not reproduce the small-angle behaviour of the cuPve for 

L=2o For L=2, the distribution obtained by eqo (5o30) 

coincides with the SUM calculation of figo 9(ii) .even for 8-<2/t
0

o 

This can be understood by the following quali~ative argumento 

For small angles, jE 21 <e>l 2 is small and! Y: <e>l 2 decreases 
0 . 

rapidly if e varies from 2/1
0 

to zeroo Therefore, the main 

contribution comes from IY~(e) 1 2 whicn is still treated quite ... · 

accurately in our derivation~ By using the spherical harmonics 

in eqo (5o30) we compens·ate, to some extent, for the error 

made in the amplitudeo 

The effect of large Coulomb parameters on the form factors 

is shown in figo9(iii)o It is seen that the minima of the 
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Fig. 9(ii). Angular distributions for inelastic scattering. 
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SUM calculations for L = o and L = 2, respectively. 

The dotted line is calculated from eq. ( 5. 29) The 

parameters are T = 17.5, ~ = .82, n = 1.9 and~ = o. 
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Fig. 9(v) Effect of the real nuclear phase shift 
parameter ~ in the neutral case. The 
dashed and solid lines show the'result 
of SUH calculations for ~/46 = o and 
0.25, respectively. The other 
parameters are T = 20.5 and 6 = 1.0. 
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diffraction oscillations are filled in for increasing Coulomb 

parameters. For small angles the maximum of the angular 

distribution of 2w sine a(e) is approximately proportional 

We can understand this e·ffect qualitatively 

by a simple argumento In the absence of Coulomb interactions, 

the spherical harmonics for different tY interfere constructive-

ly at small angleso However, the Coulomb interaction changes 

the relative phase of the partial waves and destructive inter-

ference resultso The magnitude of this effect depends on the 

width ll and the Coulomb parameter n contained in ec o 

Figo 9 ( i v) shows the effect of the real ··phase parameter l.l o 

We note ( i) that all distributions of 2 w sine a (a) have the 

same value at a c as predicted by eq o ( 5o 2 7) , ( ii) that the 

maxiJllum spifts towards smaller angles for increasing l.l, and 

(iii) that a second maximum appears for larger l.l values., 

Figo 9(v) illustrates the phase inversion at 0 = l.l- 1 

in the neutral case ec = Oo It follows from eqo (5o29) that, 

in the neutral case, ·2w sine a(e) is independent of l.l for 

angles e1 defined by sin(2Te 1 > = (-l)Lo 

5oS Spin-i particles 

The inelastic transition amplitude for spin-~ particles 

is given by eq. (2o35) with s=~o We now introduce the AB 

approximation in an extended form which includes spin-orbit 

effects o An outline of this procedure was given in sections 

2o3 and 3o7o Here we avoid the generality of section Sol, 

since we shall not discuss y-correlation ·functions for spin-! 

particle scatteringo Simultaneous measurements of y-correla-

tion functions and polarisation in inelastic scattering of 
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strongly ab~orbed spin-~ particles are not expected for some 

timeo 

For the radial integrals defined in eqo (2o36) we assume 

the form 

' 
where n1 and ~t are defined by eqso (4ol4) and (4ol8), respect-

ivelyo The radial integrals with ~ = ~ u ·= :t:! are thus express-

ed in terms of derivatives of :1: 
n o This is analogous to the AB 

theory for spinless projectil~so Fo~ radial integrals with 

A= -~~ derivatives of n1 are takeno This convenient approxi

mation may be open to criticismo However, it will be shown 

that terms with A = -~ 0 carry little weight if I is largeo 

By inserting eqo (5o34) in eqo (2o35), we can write the 

transition amplitude as a sum of two termso For the first 

term, containing n' the summation over j and j .~ can be 

performed exactlyo We obtain 

where 

• 

The spin-independent part has thus the same form as the 

spinless amplitudeo It is the non-spin-flip amplitude 

(mi =mf) o 

For the calculation of the s.pin-.dependent contribution 

(ioeo the term containing ~t ), we note that in eqo (2o35) we 
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always couple one small and two large j-values in the 3j-

and 6j- coefficientso In such cases convenient approx-

imations are possiblee For the Racah coefficients we can 

easily show by direct calculation that 

where K = t- t ' , 

If approximation (5o34) is used we do not need the Racah 

6oefficients for 1' = -1 e However, we give an expression 

for 1 = ! = -1' in order to demonstrate that these terms 

carry little. weight for large to We have 

W ( ~ +i ) -t l .e'- i, -t' ; 1 L) 

[ 
(K + L +I)( L- K) ] 
4 {2..+ f:.t. -K+.l. • 

The term with 1 = -~ has a similar magnitudeo 

Next we approximate the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 

appearing in eqo (2o35) for the case j-t = j~ - tY = 1 by 

(So38) 

' 
The third approximation is not as good as the other two o It 

deteriorates with increasing m, the error being of the order 

However, the maximum value of m is L+l and there-

fore the approximations (5o38) are quite accurate for small 

angular momentum transfer and large cut-off valueo 

By inserting approximations (5o37), (So38) and the second 

term. of eqo (So34) in eqo (2o35), we have 
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The total transition amp·litude is given by the sum of 

the terms of eqso (So3S) and (So39)o In our present approx-

imation, d~ 1 ldt contributes only to the spin-flip part of the 

inelastic amplitude. We note that there is a close resemblance 

between the elastic and inelastic amplitudeso This is best 

demonstrated for L=oo 

The use of approximation (SolO) in eqo (So3S) and relation 

(Sol2) yields 

(5o40) 

The amplitudes A and B of·eqso (5o40) are similar to the spin-o 

' amplitude of section Solo The methods of sections Sol and 

So2 can thus be used to calculate these quantitieso Alter-

natively, the approximation procedure of refo (Pot 66a) can be 

followedo To illustrate the extended Blair phase rule, we 

only consider the asymptotic angular region, i o,e o we approx

imate the spherical harmonics as indicated in eqo (5ol4) and 

take a = Oo We then obtain 
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where 

+ + ao • { -t T)C e ±.e\ 
1-\- (l) = f ( d vt (f.~ I d t.) e± Ll - , c. ' d. -t , 

(So42} 
-coo 

and ELM(+e) is given by eqo (5o23)o 

By inserting the expressions (5o41) into eqso (2o38) 

and (2o39) and performing the summations over Mf with the aid 

of eqso (Bo3) and (Bo7) of appendix B, we obtain 

(5o44) 

where C = ! (2L+l) I<LIJaLIIo>l 2 = ~ (<S(L)) 2 o 

By comparing eqso (4~20) and (4o21) with eqso (5o43) and (5o44) 5 

respectively, we clearly see the very close connection between 

elastic and inelastic angular distributions of the cross section 
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and the polarisationo The extended Blair phase rule is 

demonstrated by noting that 

where H± and H± appear in the elastic and inelastic expre'S-

mons, respectivelyo The cross section and polarisation 

angular distributions for elastic scattering and. inelastic 

scattering to odd/even parity states by one-phonon excitations 

oscillate in- /out-of-phaseo As pointed out in section 2o3, 

only transitions to natural parity states are described by 

these expressionso 

The assumption ln
0

l ~ o is expected to be quite good for 

3He and 3H scattering from about 30 MeV upwardso At present, 

experimental data are only available for proton scattering 

(Fri 66, Hay 64)o For the scattering of 40 MeV protons by 

60Ni, calculations from OM potentials (Fri 66) give ln
0

1 = Oo37, 

and the radial integrals are also by no means localizedo 

However, surprisingly the experimental data for polarisations 

and cross sections qualitatively satisfy the Blair phase ruleo 

Quite good DWBA fits to these data have been obtained by deform

ing the complex central and the spin-orbit potentials (Fri 66)o 

Finally, it should be pointed out that suitable approx-

imations for the "geometry" (ioeo the coupling coefficients) are 

possible for the case where spin is transferred in the inelastic 

process (i.e o, where there is an interact ion depending on the 

coupling of the internal coordinates of the target and the 

projectile spin)o However, it is not clear how the "physics" 

(ioeo the radial integrals) should be approximated in such a 

caseo Such a contribution to the polarisation is expected to 

depend strongly on the Q-value of the reactiono We recall that 

for spin-independent distortions the polarisation vanishes for 
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vanishing Q-value (Sat 60b)o For spin transfer reactions 

an additional term thus enters for Q~ Oo It may be possible 

to determine its presence or absence by systematic measure

ments of polarisation from nuclei with different inelastic 

Q-values, as well as for different beam energieso 
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Go MODIFIED AUSTERN-BLAIR THEORY AND (a,a'y) 

CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 

In the previous section the Austern-Blair theory was used 

to calculate.inelastic cross sections in closed formo Quant ita-

tive fits with fixed SAM parameters have been obtained for 

elastic and inelastic scattering of spin-o particles by methods 

similar to section s. (Pot 66a, Pot 66b, Pot· 67b.l,. Analyses 

by means of the Austern-Blair theory in open form were also 

performed by several authors (Dar 6'+, Spr 6 5, Hor 6 5, Pet. 6 5, 

Als 66, Mer 66). In all these cases the theory gives a satis

factory description of the differential cross sections for the 

scattering by low-lying levelso However, the deformation 

parameter obtained in this theory is normally somewhat smaller 

than the corresponding DWBA value (Pot 67a)o 

A sensitive test for the assumptions underlying the 

Austern-Blair theory is provided by the correlation. functions 

in the (a,a'y) reactiono The AB predictions for. these correla-

tion functions coincide, of course, with general adiabatic 

expressions which were first derived by Blair (~J.;;t ~~) in 

Fraunhofer apprioximation, then by Satchler (Sat 60b) in DWBA 

with ki = kf' and finally, quite generally, by ijlair. and 

Wilets (Bla 6l)o However, measurements of these .functions 

often (McD 62, Eid 6'+, Bla 65) show characteristic deviations 

from the adiabatic predictions, and the nonvanishing of 

ok = ki- kf , though small, becomes very importanto It has 

been pointed out (Bla 65) that only potential sets--which 

produce fairly strong S-matrix surface localisation give the 

observed angular correlation behaviouro This suggests the · 

use of SAM methodso 

Inglis (Ing 61+, Ing 66, Ing 67) has described ·the observ

ed behaviour of the correlation functions by modifying the 
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Fraunhofer approacho In this section we modify the Austern-

Blair theory to describe the main features of (a,a'y) 

correlation functions and to obtain deformation parameters 

which are in betteragreement with the values obtained in 

DWBA. 

6ol Modified Austern-Blair theory 

Austern and Blair (Aus 65) have derived,in the adiabatic 

limit, the relationship (3ol5) between the diagonal radial 

integrals and the reflection coefficientso In addition, these 

authors assume equality of the diagonal and off-diagonal radial 

integrals. They have also pointed out that the second approx-

imation is not as good as the first, and that it deteriorates 

rapidly with increasing K = .t-.t' o 

In order to obtain an idea of how Q-value effects change 

the results and how off-diagonal elements. are related to 

diagonal elements, DWBA calculations for 64 o 3 MeV a -particles 

scattered by 58 Ni were performed for Q = o and Q = -5 MeVo 

('I\he potential parameters were taken from refo (Dar.64,o) 

Fig. 10 shows curves for -Ima , as a function of R.o Fer 
R..t 

Q = 0 (indicated in fig. 10 by (kJ.tkl)), the curves for ~ = -2 

and K = 2 coincide, and they have a lower.maximum value and 

a greater "width" than the curve for K = Oo (This can also 

be seen in figo 6 for similar curves of ~~t.t'l'o) For Q =-5 MeV 

(indicated in figo 10 by (k
1

, k~)) the curve forK= 2 has an 

increased maximum vaiue and a d~creased width compared to the 

Q = o case. The opposite holds for the K = -2 curveo We 

note also that the curve for Q = -5 MeV has maximum value at 

an .t-value which is smaller than the corresponding .t-value 

for'the Q = 0 curveo The adiabatic radial integrals for the 
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exit channel (denoted by (k 2 , k 2 )) are also shown in figolO 

and it is seen that, forK= o, the maximum of the (k
1

,k
2

) 

curve appears between those of the (k 1 , k 1 ) arid (k
2

, k
2

) 

curveso 

To obtain an approximation which reproduces these effects, 

we consider a radial inelastic interaction potential of the 

form 

v (-r) 

It can then be shown that 

ioeo the off-diq,gonal radial integrals are given by the 

geometrical mean (GM) of the adiabatic diagonal radial integrals 

in the entrance and exit channelso 

The main draw-back of the delta function interaction is 

that it produces radial integrals with poor localisation (Ros 

62)o However, this does not disturb us here because good 

localisation of the off-diagonal elements is guaranteed by the 

localisation of the diagonal elementso 

To investigate the extent to whic.h relation ( 6 o 2) depends 

on the range of the potential, we conside~ a ~aussian inter-

action 

• 

We define a measure of the accuracy of eqo (6o2) by 

• 
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By expanding the integrands of the radial integrals in a 

power series in the r
1
ange a, and neglecting terms of ot"der 

alt-, we obtain under the assumption V(r=o) = o 

o.?
:t 

For large t-values, 

the only significant contribution to the integral in eqo ( 6 o 5) 

comes from the region r ~ Ro We can then ap.proximate eqo ( 6 o 5) 

to obtain 

R 

]) ~. - ( o..'R.~o r ( T ~T - t. k )
2 f ( ltt ( ~~ 1') U..t.,( ~;-r) cL T l z. (6o6) 

where T = kR, 6T = Sk R and t = For t ~ T, a further 

approximation gives 

We note that for real V
0 

and real elastic potentials (ioeo 

.real wave functions), D is always negativeo This result also 

follows from Schwarz inequalities, but it can not be extended 

to the case of complex potentialsG 

We now return to the numerfc~l calculationso In figo 10 

·fhe radial integrals calculated from eqo (6o2) are shown by 

crosseso First of all, we note the very satisfactory result's 

for the (k., k ) curves with K = o and K = 2o 
.1 2 

The agreement 

in the two cases is of the same ordero This follows from 

eqo (6o7) and the fact that in this case, oT~lo 

increases, the quality of eqo (6o2) deteriorates 

As (oT-K)2 

(see for 

instance the (k 1 , k
2

) curve with K = -2) o _ However, there is 

one consolat iono As the quality of approximation (6o2) 
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deteriorates, the maximum values of the radial integrals 

decrease and the widths of the curves increase. This 

implies that such contributions to the cross section decrease 
. . 

rapidly with increasing angles. (The irregularity of the 

curves for off-diagonal radial integrals calculated by eqo 

(6.2) is due.to the irregularity of the diagonal elements 

below the cut-off. Smooth diagonal elements produce smooth 

off-diagonai elements.) 

As a second example of the quality of eq. (6.2), the 

radial integrals for the scattering of 28 MeV a-particles by 

58 Ni were c~lculated. The OM parameters ~ taken from refo 

(Sat 65). For low 1~~alues the sign was determined by using 

eq. (3.20). Considering the difference in shape between the 

DWBA curves forK= o and K = ±2, the quality of approximation 

(6.2) is surprisingly good. 

In what follows we shall assume the validity of eq. (6.2). 

6.2 Parameterised reflection coefficients 

We now insert into the GM approximation (6.2) the 

adiabatic result of Austern and Blair, eq. (3.15). We 

then obtain 

1 

.! 

-~' I" + l = T· .f - -Q i. I' 'R [ I - :2 VI~ ( / ( k ~~ r R) 1 2 

l.l "t .:I. C..) J T ) 1" • • 

A disadvantage of eq. ( 6. 8) is the difficulty of obtaining 

Fourier transform of a11 , for general n1-functionse However, 

the calculations in open form are mana!ieable even on a small 
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computero Here we give closed form expressions for the 

"error function" parameterisation (Fra 63) 

By using eqso (5o3), (6o7) and (6ol8) we obtain to first 

order in '1.1 

Taking Fourier transforms gives 

(6oll) 

where oT = Ti - Tf = ti - tf o 

In eqo (6ol0) all the functions hK(t) have the same widtho 

This is due to the fact that we have used the Gauss form for the 

diagonal elementso For forms which tend to zero more slowly, 

the width of the off-diagonal terms is increasedo We also 

note that (i), for oT = o, lh0 (t)l>lh 2 (t)j and (ii), for 

This is in agreement with the 

results of section 6.lo 

Closed formulae for o(e) can again be obtained by 

redefining 

ELM (9) -= J:. LM (e) - 1.. ~LM (e) 

(6ol2) 

c1 L ( ~ 1T) Q L ( 1_ lf) e- ± i I< 6 e .Jt ~ I< SeG .Q.Xp S" _ (k - ~ T) Z-z 
KM Ko l ~A J. 

With this definition the expression .(5o 2 5) for a (e) or the 

corresponding expression of refo (Pot 66a) remain unchanged 

However, we now have 1: IE ·1 2 ~ 1, for L~ Oo 
M LM 

Eqo (6ol2) can 
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also be used, as a first approximation, for "Woods-Saxon" 

n1-function with 6(Gauss) = 2ol6 (Woods~Saxon)o 

6.3 Correlation functions 

So far, for spin-o particles, we have considered only 

the inelastic differential cross section 

() (6) ~ 

Much information is lost by the summation over Mo In order 

to investigate the reaction mechanism more closely, ~t is 

necessary to establish the extent to which the different 

M-states of the excited level are populated, and to determine 

the relative phaseso Ex_perimentally, this is done by measur-

ing the y-rays, emitted in the subsequent decay of the excited 

level, in coincidence with the inelastically scattered 

a-particles o 

The general formalism for correlation functions has been 

given by Cramer and Eidson (Cra 64)o These authors also give 

references to earlier treatments and other ~elevant literatureo 

First of all, we transform the scattering· amplitude to 

a new system of axeso In section 5 we chose z along k· , 
NV -vJ-

In this section it is convenient to 

consider z along ki x kf and x along k;o In this system of 
~ 1\1\1\ N\1'\. ~ ~ 

axes we denote the transition matrix elements by TLM o 

Remembering that T~ transforms under rotation· -lfke Y~ * 
(Sat 64a), it can easily be shown that 

" ~ TM (-1) L 
M L (6ol3) 
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and TLN = o for L + N odd. 

Most of the following discussions will concern the L = 2 

transition for which the parameters a0 ,. a
2

, 60 and <5
2 

are 

defined (Cra 64) through 

Q 0 e ~ bo :::: T l-0 I T l. l. 

These parameters appear in the correlation functions, and a 2 

and <5 2 can be obtained from the correlation function in the 

scattering plane (Cra 64) 

(6olS) 

A computer programme, containing eqs. (Sol), (6oS), (6ol3) 

and (6.14), was written. The calculations of section 6o4 

were performed with the aid of this programme. 

In order to discuss the ~ain features of the correlation 

parameters, we insert the asymptotic expressions of section 

Sol (iee. with a = o) into eqo (6.13) and obtain 

= ( T )"e. ;;t~C3".to {:-1// L L K-L cL L ( llf) 
J.lf"L SLV\8 Ml< "KM 2. 

• d~o<irr) ·l (:-t)M e-Lll.l<ef.l;e.icb 

where ; = Te -4w • 
The summation over M and K can be performed~giving 

(6.17) 

In approx.imat ion ( 6. 17), ~he only contribution to TLM 

c ome.s from radial integrals with t-t' = :tMo This result is 

. due. to the fact that we have used semi-classical expressions 
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for the coupling of angular momentao By drawing classical 

trajectories we see, for instance, that the radial integrals 

with R. '-R. = o cannot contribute to TLM with M ~ o o For L = 2, 

this impli~s that the parameters a
2 

and o 2 depend only on the 

off-diagonal radial int~grals as expressed by 

- -i..cb + tLz. e (6ol8) 

(6ol9) 

in agreement with the general adiabatic result (Bla 61) 0 

For ki ~ kf, we define 

l-1± 1l ± + h± 
+ l{:t -~± (6o20) - ., H- "" 

' .l.. -)._ 

and 

y = J(+ +Jl-
~ = h+ + h-

1 ' (6o2l) 
l - J(+- J(.-

' ~ - h+- ~,_-
! 

and obtain 

a.l. e ~~ 2. ::: e:t.:e . ('{ -11) c.cn 4> + L( 2 -"'t) SLvt cP 
( Y +~) cc:s;,cp + t.(_~-ty) si..n¢ 

(6o22) 
" 

If we neglect Coulomb and real nuclear phase shifts in 

eqo (6oll) (ioeo, we take 9
0 

= o and ~ = o), we have Z = z = Oo 

It then follows from eqo (6o22) that o
2 

varies through 2(n-9) 

for variations of ' through to At a diffr~ct i(){l maximum i111-

the cross section (i·oeo sin + = o),'6 2 cuts the a&:i.abatic lineo 

This behaviour of o2 is confirmed experimentally (MoD 62, Eid 64, 

Bla 65) as shown in section 6~~o However, in this spedial case 

we obtain a 2 = lo By assuming that IYI~Izl and lzi<<IYI , 
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the result for o
2 

is unchanged but nm,r a 2 ~ 1 at the maxlmum 

of cr(e) and a 2 is large or small (depending on the relative 

signs of Z and y) at the minimum of cr(S)o The experimental 

curves for a 2 do not follow this pattern consistentlyo 

In cases where the Coulomb interact ion dominate's and 

strong damping occurs (H->>H+), Wte have from eqo (6ol8) for 

real H± 
K 

' (6o23) 

The effects of a nonvanishing Q-value thus show up most 

strongly ( i) in IS 2 for oscillatory differential cross sect ions 

and (ii) in a 2 for damped curveso 

6o4 Analyses of correlation measurements 

t-1easurements of the correlation parameters a 2 and o 2 

have been reported (i) for 42 MeV a-particles scattered by 

12c (McD 62) and (ii) for 22o5 MeV a-particles scattered by 

24Mg (Eid 64) and 28 Si (Bla 65L · In all these cases the 

elastic and inelastic cross section data are also giveno 

Because in case (i) the target nucleus is .. light and in 

case (ii) the a-particle energies are low,difficulties are 

encountered in the fitting of the elastic cross sections by 

SAM methodso For the five-parameter model, eq o ( 4 o 3) , 

several parameter sets of comparable quality are obtainedo 

They are found to depend strongly on the angular region 

selected for fitting, and it was not possible to obtain good 

fits for the entire angular regiono 

As an illustration of our methods we analyze data from 

refso (McD 62), (Bla 65) and (Eid 64)o The results are shown 
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in figso 12-17o The elastic cro~s sections given in figs~ 

12, ll.f. and 16 are analyzed by the three-parameter version 

(3ol) of SAMo The parameters so obtained are shown in 

table 2o 

Table 2 SAM parameters for ca?!"elation analysis~. 

Nucleus 1 2c 2'+Mg 2asi 

Labo .energy 1+2 22oS 22oS (MeV) 

'"' (MeV) -1+.1+3 -1.37 -lo77 \.( 

... 

T. 10o86 lOoOl 10ol.f.9 
l. 

..... , 

ll Oo607 0.,432 OoS09 

lJ ll.f.ll 0.,25 Oo21.f. Oo45 

With these parameter values, the correlation functions 

a 2 (or AlB= (l-a2) 2 /4a2 ) and o
2 

are ca1culat,ed from eqso 

(6.,14), (6ol3) and (Sol), using the modified AB expressions 

The results are compared with the experimental data 

in figs., 13, lS and 17o 

Also shown in figso 12, 14 and 16 are the inelastic cross 

sections for the lowest 2+ states, calculated from eqo (Sol) 

with the parameters of table 2 o 

Th~ quality of our fits to the o2 measurements is 

compariable with those obtained in DWBA (McD 62, Bla 6S)o For 

.a2 (or A/B),however, there are still discrepancies between the 

calculated and the experimental values, especially at small 

angle so 

In DWBA, the characteristic variation of o2 is obtained 

for one in every six potential sets (Ing 66)o ·In our model 
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this behaviour is reproduced for practically all parameter 

sets in the cases consideredo We are committed to these 

phase variations and_cannot break them off at any point as 

Inglis does for small (Ing 67) and large (Ing 66) angles in 

the modified Fraunhofer approximationo Nevertheless, we 

obtain reasonable fits to the correlation function and 

inelastic cross section without the use of free parameterso 

Improved agreement can be expected for correlation 

measurements at energies and for target nuclei for which SAM 

methods are better applicableo Measurements of a 0 .and o0 are 

of particular interest because they wi.ll provide a measure of 

the ratios of diagonal to off-diagonal radial integralso As 

pointed out above, a 2 and o 2 contain, approximately, only off

diagonal radial integrals, while a0 and o0 contain both diagonal 

and off-diagonal elementso 

6oS Comparison,of'deformation distances 

One of our objectives in modifying the Austern-Blair 
A 

theory is to obtain deformation parameters o(L) = L<LI laLI lo> 

which are in better agreement with the values obtained from 

DWBAa 

For the sa-ke of comparison the radial integrals t;or the 

reaction 58 Ni(a,a 9 ) 58 Ni* are calculated at 64o3 MeV and 28 

MeV from OM potentials of refsa (Dar 64) and (Sat 65), 

respectively a The inelastic cross sections a(e) are calculated 

for· (i) the DWBA radial integrals (ii) all off-diagonal 

radial integrals equal to the corresponding diagonal DWBA 

radial integrals, eqo (3oll8) (referred to as AB), and (iii) 

the off-diagonal radial integrals calculated from the diagonal 

radial integrals by eqo (6 o 2) (referred ·to as MABL 
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By taking the deformation o(DWBA) = 1, the AB and MAB 

cross sections were normalised at the first asymptotic 

·diffraction maximum to extract o(AB) and HMAB) o The results 

are summarized in table 3o 

Table 3 Comparison of deformation distances 

E 64o 3 MeV ' 28 MeV 

Q 0 -5 MeV 0 

<HAB) o (MAB) '"o.(MAB) o(AB) o(MAB) 

L= 1 Oo 9 5 Oo97 Oo94 

2 0 8 88 Oo 9 5 Oo97 loOl loOl 

3 o. 80 Oo94 Oo92 Oo.99 

4 0 0 72 Oo91 Oo93 Oo76 Oo98 

5 0.,71 Oo94 Oo94 lo03 

6 0.,68 Oo95 

Table 3 shows that the MAB de format ion distances are close 

to unity and have no systematic L-dependenceo At 64o3 MeV, 

the MAB method underestimates the deformation only by about 

59. 
0 ' 

while the AB values are strongly L-dependent and deviate 

considerably from unity for L>lo At 28 MeV, the AB cross 

section was calculated for L=2 and 4 only, because interpola~ 

tion of radial integrals for ocrd L-values (we need Bii with 

1 = n+~ 9 n integer) is not straightforward (see figo ll)o 

Again, the MAB method gives very good resultso 
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Unnormalised angular distributions a (e) calcu,lated by the 

three methods are shown in fig. 18 for 64.3 MeV a-panticles with 

L = 2, 4, 6 and Q = o, and in fig •. 19 for 28 MeV a~particles 

with L = 2 9 4 and Q = Oo The agreement between the DW and 

MAB methods is again satisfactory. 

We now enquire into what happens if SAM n -functions ane 
Jl. 

used in the modified Austern~Blair expression (6.8). For this 

purpose the experimental data (Bro 65) of 43-MeV a-particle 

scattering are chosen. A SAM analysis of the elastic cross 

section was performed with the n-functions given by eqs. (4.-2) 

and (4.3). The parameters qre found to beT = 17.14 9 6 = 0 .• 766, 

y/(46) = -0.166, p 1 /(46) = 0.297 and p 2/(61!62) = -0.148. For 

the DWBA calculations, two of the four-parameter sets of ref. 

(Bro 65), referred to by set (1) and set (2), are used. A 

third potential (set (3)) is obtained by increasing the absorp-

tion of set ( 2 L Set (3) gives a reasonable fit to the elastic 

angular distribution .. The three potentials are summarized in 

table 4. 

Table 4 OM potentials for 43-MeV a-particles 

set V (MeV) W (MeV) a (fm) 

1 70 16.3 1.501 0.555 

2 141.9 21.5 1.409 0.549 

3 141.9 30 1.409 0 0 5lf9 

Taking Q = o and L = 2, relative deformation distances 

are extracted. 'The values are summarized in table 5. 
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Table 5 Relative deformation distances 

DWBA SAM 

Method 
set (1) set (2) set (3) AB MAB 

0 1 lo025 lo03 Oo85 0 0 99 

We see from table 5 that the MAg again gives a very 

satisfactory resulto We also see that the deformation distance 

is not very sensitive to the potential in DWBA calculations, 

even if the potential produces only a reasonable fit to the 

elastic cross section (set (3))o 

As a further example, we have used the SAM parameters 

of refo (Pot 66b) for the reaction 

Q = -3·o 73 MeV 9 and obtain o(MAB) = lo 06 fmo 

* 40ca 
' L = 3, 

In refo (Pot 66b) 

the value o(AB) = Oo83 fm is giveno At 31 MeV the value 

o(DW) = lo 08 is obtained ( Ber 66) o This is in good agreement 

with our resulta 

For all cases studied the geometrical mean approx

imation (6o2) for off-diagonal radial integrals is found to be 

a satisfactory modification of the Austern-Blair theor.y for 

single excitationo In experiments to which SAM parameterisa-

tion can be applied we find agreement within about 5% between 

deformation parameters obtained by DWBA and by the modified 

Austern-Blair theory for all multipolaritieso 
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7o SUMMARY 

We have attempted to describe various aspects of elastic 

and inelastic scattering of strongly absorbed particles in 

terms of S-matrix rather than potential propertieso However, 

optical model calculations were performed to enable us to make 

reasonable assumptions concerning the S-matrix elementso 

At high energies, optical mod'el calculq.tions show that 

the elastic S-matrix elements nt are sufficiently smooth 

functions of t to allow a simple parameterisationo This is 

particularly true for strongly absorptive potentialso 

The cross section and polarisation for elastic scat.tering 

are expressed in terms of Fourier transforms of the derivatives 

of n
1
-functionso For a suitable choice of parameters in the 

assumed analytic forms of n
1
-functions, a Rodberg-type relation 

between the vector polarisation and the cross section is 

obtained a For spin-1 particles it is found, in the absence 

of tensor interactions, that the tensor polarisations t and 
20 

t
22 

are related by t 20 =1-273 t
22 

~ o and that the tensor 

component t
21 

vanisheso Furthermore, for a Rodberg-type 

relation between the vector polarisation and the cross section, 

the oscillations in the angular distributions of the tensor 

components t and t and the cross section are shown to be 
20 22 . 

in phaseo 

For one-phonon excitations the inelast'ic radial integrals 

are given in terms of the nt=coefficients by means of a suitable 

extension of the Austern-Blair theory which includes spin-orbit 

interactions o Approximations for the 3j- and 6j-symbols 

which appear in the partial wave expansions of the inelastic 

scattering amplitudes, enable us to express the angular distribu

tions of the inelastic cross section and polarisation,again in 

terms of Fourier transforms of the derivatives of n1-functionso 
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A close resemblance between the elastic and inelastic angular 

distributions is observed. The Blair phase rule is shown to 

follow explicitly from the expressions for elastic and in-

elastic cross sections. The expressions for polarisation of 

spin-~ particles show, for instance, that a Rodberg-type 

relation for the polarisation of elastically scattered par• 

ticles implies a similar relation for inelastic scattering. 

This means that we can extend the Blair phase rule to polarisa= 

tion. This we state as follows. The oscillations---in the 

angular distribution of the polarisation of elastiGally .. 

scattered strongly absorbed spin-~ particles are in-/out-of

phase for one-phonon excitations to odd/even parity levels. 

The Austern-Blair theory, which is based on the adiabatic 

approximation, gives a satisfactory description of the differen·-

tial cross sections for inelastic scattering from low-lying 

excited states. However, a number of experimental measure

ments of Ca,auy) correlation functions show characteristic 

deviations from the general adiabatic predictions. ln order 

to describe these experiments, the Aus;tern-Blair theory is 

modified by assuming that the radial integrals ar!e g'iV:eh by 

the geometrical mean of the adiabatic diagonal radi.a.l integrals 

in the entrance and exit channels. The resulting expressions 

give an improved description of the experimental correlation 

functions. At the same time the modified expressions give 

nuclear deformation parameters which are in better agreement 

with the values obtained in distorted wave Born approximation. 
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· APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we briefly summarise the optical model 

programme which was used to calculate the n~-coefficients and 

radial integralso The programme was coded in EMA fo~ the 

Orion-II computero 

First, we consider the numerical integration of the 

Schrodinger equation (6o26) in the form 

- 0 
- ' 

l..tU.+t) fj_p:z. (Aol) 

where p = kro Taking a constant integration step length h, 

we calculate u(p+h) from 

by starting at p = h 9 where we have 

Ll .t l 0) = 0 
) 

(Ao 3) 

For very large ~-values, this starting point is advanced to 

larger values of p (Mel 65)o 

At the matching radius rM (normally we take rM = .R + 7a) 

the interior wave function u
1

(p) is matched to the exterior 

wave function, eqo (2o27); thereby n~ is determinedo 

The Coulomb functions are calculated in essentially the 

same way.as described by Hodgson (Hod 63)o The functions 

F1 (p) and G~(p) are required to satisfy the Wronskian 

f 1 
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to one part in 10s for all relevant t-valueso 

The radial integrals were calculated by 

The interior wave functions are, of course, normalisedo 
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APPENDIX B 

In this appendix we derive relations·for the quantities 

ELM(±e) defined by eqo (So23) using properties of the rotation 
. L 

matrices dMK <!~> as given for instance in refo (Bri 62)o 

From the definition of ELM (±e) eqo .(So 2 3) we have 

The summation over M can be performed by using the symmetry 

relation 

M-KdL 
t-t) KM (~li) ( Bo 1) 

and the sum rule 

., 

Afer summation K and Kv we obtai'n 

From eqso (5o23) and (Bol) we have 

~ E , r K 1<' L L 
(LM(e) Ll- S) = L 1 L - d. (·bT) d (~lf) 

M I< K' , MK Oi< 

L L '.l(K+K 1)9 
d ( 1 ) d C. 1 lf) e t. 2. 

.. 01<,1 2.T MK' 2. 

Applyi?g the symmetry relation 
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to the first two d-matrix elements in eqo (Bo4), and replacing 

-K by K, gives 

L Due to the presence of d ( ~ n), only terms with L + K even 
oK 

contribute to the sumo It follows that 

L+M I l;t - (- 1) E LM ~ e) , ( Bo 7) 

Furthermore, 

(Bo8) 

We finally list explicit expressions for I ELM (e) I 2 for L ::: o, 

1, 2o 

IE oo (e) I 
l. 

::. 

' 
I~ 10 ta) 1 

l. 
sl.vt'(-!.e) ::: 

IE II 
(9) l:z. IE I -1 

i ± c.os:L (-ke) ::. (e) I ::. 

' I E 20 {e~l.l. :::. .J... t 3 co~ e -I 12. 
lb 

' 
IE ll (G)Il. 

.l. 
~ ~L.v,? e - I E .l. _ , (e) I - , 

I E ;tl- Le)l2 
.'- i2.. l C.o~ e + J J 2. - IE .l. -.1. (~)I - .. 
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